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Plasma exhaust remains a major challenge in magnetic confinement fusion, as the unmitigated 

heat flux reaching the wall in future reactors is predicted to greatly exceed material limits. 

Alternative divertor configurations are being developed on current devices, should the 

standard single null not scale to reactors such as DEMO. One such configuration is the 

snowflake (SF) [1,2] which features a secondary X-point in the magnetic proximity of the first. 

This increases the number of strike-points and the region of low poloidal field, which may 

give rise to greater radiative losses and lower target temperatures.  

Recently, gas baffles were installed on the TCV tokamak, which increase the divertor-to-

main-chamber neutral density ratio and facilitate detachment onset in the single null [3]. This 

work aims to study the effect of baffles on the power exhaust of the SF-LFS (snowflake 

minus low field side, a variant of the SF) in TCV, examining their impact on core 

confinement and nitrogen-seeded detachment onset.  

Wall-embedded Langmuir probes are used to estimate target quantities such as electron 

temperature, ion flux and heat flux in these plasmas, to measure the heat flux balance between 

the SF’s active strike-points and assess detachment behaviour. Nitrogen seeding changes the 

X-point separation required for heat flux balance between the two outer strike-points. 

Meanwhile, the characteristic reduction of both target ion and heat fluxes with detachment 

onset was similar in partly-baffled and unbaffled scenarios. Radiative losses are assessed with 

the TCV bolometry system, indicating a radiation region residing between the two X-points of 

the SF, with and without [4] baffles. The first set of TCV baffles increase the radiative 

fraction in the SF-LFS by up to 20%; the subsequent effects on core confinement are studied. 

The SF-LFS geometry was difficult to operate in a fully-baffled scenario at TCV, motivating 

the installation of a further baffle set that is less restrictive for this complex geometry. Future 

experiments will further examine the role of baffles for a snowflake geometry employing 

varying degrees of divertor closure. 
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